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ABSTRACT
The anchoring tendency results once call manufacturers anchor on initial values and so build final assessments that square
measure adjusted insufficiently faraway from the initial values. The skilled literature acknowledges that auditors typically risk
falling into the judgment lure of anchoring and adjusting (Ranzilla et al., 2011). Students may be unaware of the anchoring
pitfall. This paper describes a short case study that illustrates associate innovative approach for auditing students to realize a
far better understanding of this faultfinding lure. employing a straightforward baseball valuation exercise, students determined
price tag merchandising costs for 2 big league Baseball preseason games. information for this study was collected from the
general public posting of baseball tickets listed available on an online company referred to as StubHub. The results showed that
once students had undone price breakeven info students tried to avoid losses and anchored on this info. Ranzilla et al. (2011)
assert that awareness of once and the way judgments are often biased is a very important mitigating step to educating students
relating to the anchoring and adjusting tendency.

1.INTRODUCTION
Most accounting educators square measure aware of the faultfinding bias referred to as anchoring and adjusting. The
associatechoring and adjustment bias “applies to things within which a personal should make a numerical estimate by
ranging from an initial worth that's afterward adjusted to make the ultimate calculable value” (Knapp &amp; Knapp,
2012, p. 42). As explained within the eminent Tversky and Kahneman 1974 study, it's the tendency of call
manufacturers to be unduly influenced by associate initial numerical beginning worth. whereas accounting educators
tend to be extremely knowledgeable of this bias, the impact that associate initial numerical beginning worth will wear a
judgment are some things that will return as a surprise to students. As accounting students turn into skilled auditors,
it's important that they develop the abilities required to create extremely qualified skilled judgments.
To formulate sound choices they have to bear in mind of the knowledge process pitfalls which will hinder logic. within
the KPMG skilled Judgment treatise the anchoring and adjusting bias was highlighted collectively of the common
judgment traps.1 The authors of the treatise, Ranzilla, et al. (2011), justify that the outlook behind logic begins to make
at a young age. The authors assert that the abilities and techniques to make helpful judgments are often educated and
improved with expertise and apply. This paper describes a awfully taciturn study that shows students however
straightforward it's for call manufacturers to constitute the faultfinding lure of anchoring and adjusting. The goal was
to own students engaged in a very ‘hands-on” activity in deciding and so to use the mass results as an instance to
students the big impact that anchoring and adjusting had on their judgments. Students determined {ticket|price
tag|price price tag} merchandising costs for 2 preseason games mistreatment real valuation information from the
secondary ticket market. These games included: (1) Kansas town Royals versus the American state Rangers and (2) city
Giants versus the American state Rangers. information for this study was collected from the general public posting of
baseball tickets listed available on StubHub. StubHub is an internet marketplace for the selling of event tickets and it's
closely-held by EBay.
METHOD Students were given a brief instrument that needed them to list a worth for a combine of tickets to 2
preseason baseball games involving the American state Rangers. whereas the value of the tickets was an equivalent for
each games, in one case the sport was against a team that generally attracts alittle crowd, the Kansas town Royals.
within the alternative case, the sport was against a team that generally attracts an oversized crowd, the city Giants.
traditionally, overall attending at succulent League preseason games for the city Giants at their preseason facility in
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Arizona averages run out 10 thousand fans, whereas attending tends to be [*fr1] that quantity for the Kansas town
Royals. The break-even price of every price tag was $20. However, price tag market costs for sporting events square
measure joined to provide and demand. groups that have a robust fan base tend to draw giant crowds, that then impact
costs on the secondary price tag market. Baseball tickets tend to react like time-sensitive stock choices.3 Sellers of
biodegradable product, like baseball tickets, ought to sell their inventory at intervals a hard and fast time horizon
(Sweeting, 2012). The instruments given to students concerned valuation tickets for 3 baseball games. the primary
section consisted of associate illustration showing a way to worth tickets employing a baseball within which the la
Angels of Anaheim vie the American state Rangers. ensuing 2 sections asked students to cost their tickets for a Kansas
town Royals game and a city Giants game, severally. Appendix A shows a replica of the instrument. What was special
regarding the instrument was that every one {the information|the info|the information was real data. None of it
absolutely was created up.4 The seats available listed on the instruments enclosed solely lower dugout seats. In
examining Appendix A, observe that there have been some sellers asking simply 15 for his or her tickets whereas
alternative sellers were asking $35 for his or her seats to a la Angels preseason game.
The experiment was conducted at a significant southwest AACSB-accredited University. The experimental forms were
distributed on a random basis to seventy six students in 2 senior-level auditing categories. five Students were schooled
to not place their names on the paper; this was associate anonymous survey. 38 students created up the management
cluster and received the experimental package while not the value information. Another thirty eight students served
because the treatment cluster with the value information. The questionnaires were written on report and looked similar.
it absolutely was just about not possible to inform the distinction between the 2 questionnaires. RESULTS the common
worth that students developed while not price information for the Kansas town Royals vs. American state Rangers
game was $14.99, however with price information the mean was $18.59 (p = 0.0043), that supports hypothesis H1. For
the city Giants vs. the American state Rangers game, the common worth that students developed while not price
information was $134.86, however with price information the mean was $131.18 (p = 0.1870, hypothesis H2 not
supported). so as to substantiate that the findings were sturdy, the experiment was perennial in another semester with
M.B.A. students. In discussing the capabilities of M.B.A. students, McAnally (2013, p. 321) writes that “M.B.A.
students square measure additional mature than the common undergraduate” which graduate students square measure
“better able to interact in higher order thinking skills.” Nineteen graduate students participated within the experiment;
9 were within the treatment cluster and ten were within the management cluster. With the M.B.A. students the
common worth that students developed while not price information for the Royals vs. Rangers game was $13, however
with price information the mean was $16.60 (p = 0.0254). according to their college boy counterparts, graduate
students reportable no vital variations within the mean costs for the expensive Giants vs. Rangers game situation.
CONCLUSION In outline, hypothesis H1 that controlled a reduced worth was supported. Hypothesis H2 that controlled
a premium worth wasn't supported. As expressed by Trotman (2011, p. 205), experiments shouldn't solely show
impact|an impact|an impression|a bearing|a control|a sway} however additionally justify why we have a tendency to get
this effect. The result found for H1 was plainly caused by the anchoring and adjusting biases. However, the explanation
why no results were found for the premium game is also that accounting students tend to be additional risk adverse than
risk takers. In alternative words, once a gain was concerned the scholars were indifferent to the numerical beginning
worth, however once a loss was concerned students were less doubtless to regulate downwardly from the undone price
break-even purpose since they needed to avoid a loss.6 Since the aim of the experiment was as an instance to students
the impact of anchoring and adjusting on deciding, the result of the experiment was shared with the scholars
throughout ensuing session. Students were shocked that their classmates with price information had selected , on
average, a considerably higher worth for the Kansas town Royals game. analysis continues to indicate that interactively
partaking students includes a vital impact on learning (Munro, 2011). Having students actively engaged in formulating
valuation choices, and so showing them however their results compared to their alternative classmates, brought home
associate appreciation of however powerful the anchoring and adjusting biases are often. For accounting educators this
activity provides a platform to start the method of explaining faultfinding biases in auditing. seven The exercise are
often a place to begin for launching into the KPMG skilled Judgment treatise.
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